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Abstract 
The paper proposes a way to understand moral emotions in ethics building upon Bernard 
Williams' claim that feelings, emotions and sentiments are an integral part of rationality. 
Based upon Bernard Williams' analysis of shame we argue that the richness and thickness 
that it is attached to some emotions is the key to understand why some emotions have a dis-
tinct ethical resonance. The first part takes up Bernard Williams' philosophical assessment of 
the concept of shame (Williams 1993) establishing a general framework to show how recent 
developments in philosophy of emotions are in line with the far-reaching consequences of 
Bernard Williams' insights. Then we highlight the way in which there is both an historical 
relativity to emotions and an intemporal understanding of their ethical role, and use the con-
cept of meta-emotion to reinforce the idea that what makes some emotions moral requires 
employing Williams' distinction between thick and thin concepts.  
Keywords: Bernard Williams, shame, moral emotions, thick concepts, meta-emotions  
 
 
 
1. What makes an emotion moral? 
 
The same emotion word can be ethically rich or not depending on its complexity and 
context. One can describe someone stating they feel guilty for not having kept a promise 
while it is also possible to describe someone saying they feel guilty for enjoying all the choco-
lates in the box. The first use is clearly within the ethical realm, and yet the second does not 
necessarily hold an ethical tone. Our general claim is that this happens because though it is 
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possible to point out that an emotion has a moral value, it is not possible to delineate a strict 
line between moral and nonmoral emotion, and consequently not possible to indicate which 
emotions are specifically moral. De Sousa states the problem clearly when in "Moral Emo-
tions" (2001) he describes how the notion of moral emotions can be interpreted in two differ-
ent ways. Namely one can use the notion of moral emotions aiming to morally assess some 
emotions and distinctively coin their moral value, and also one can use the notion to focus on 
how moral judgments are made on the basis of emotions.  
We argue that it is not possible to clearly define which emotions are moral emotions 
because of some specific quality intrinsic to emotions themselves, and that privileging some 
emotions instead of others can lead to serious theoretical errors and can establish pathological 
ongoing misunderstandings of the self and of others. Specific emotions do not have a fixed 
and overarching value for morality which privileges them to understand ourselves and others 
ethically. This means that identifying the strong impact of some emotions as moral emotions, 
the way Williams' work illustrates about shame, does not mean that these specific emotions 
have something morally special about them, and our focus should be to highlight that what 
makes some emotions moral lies at the heart of how they have acquired a moral relevance, 
and that when people morally assess some emotions as moral they are translating the thick 
evaluations of emotions into a thin interpretation of their overall positive or negative value for 
Morality and Ethics. That is, instead of considering that guilt can be a moral emotion because 
it implies a negative evaluation of a specific behavior which asks for reparative actions such 
as apologies, dialogue and prosocial actions (Sheikh & Janoff-Bulman 2010, 213-214), the 
focus is often on guilt's negative valence as indicating transgression of behavior giving the 
misguided impression that the valence of guilt is somehow specifically moral.  
The way philosophy has taken up the role of emotions in moral judgment can be 
summarized under three positions (De Sousa 2001, 109). First one can completely deny that 
emotions can have any worth in moral judgments and, by underlying the importance of impar-
tiality in ethics, advocate that the moral judgment is to be made in the absent, or at least indif-
ference to emotional import (De Sousa 2001, 109). The daily life comment advising people 
not to be too emotional reflects this type of posture. The second view can be stated as one that 
privileges certain emotions for the excellence of moral action and consciousness and separates 
them has having a special moral role to be played within the human psyche (De Sousa 2001, 
110). This can also be found in daily life when people advice others to forgive and forget the 
misdemeanors of people they care about, because what is important is to love each other, to 
offer generous interpretation of those close to us and keep an open dialogue to share misun-
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derstandings given that "love is the most important thing." Finally, the third view, is to argue 
in an Aristotelian tone that moral judgements imply an emotional landscape and that some-
how "all emotions are intrinsically relevant for ethics" (De Sousa 2001, 110). This is also 
embodied in daily life comments when people advice others to not follow just their heads and 
to have what their heart feels also in consideration. All three postures are superficially present 
in daily life common sense understanding of the role of emotions in moral judgements. 
We think that Bernard Williams' work enables introducing another possible position: 
namely that because emotions make somehow part of thinking rationally, ethical and moral 
judgments are also carried out with feelings, emotions and sentiments. This fourth position 
argues that the entire emotional landscape is revelant in considering ethics and morality, be-
cause feelings, emotions and sentiments are part of the process of rationality, and given that it 
is too big of a task to analyse and examine each specific role of every emotion in the various 
ethical situations, there are some emotions that take up a guiding role to show how emotional 
insight is part of moral judgements. The proposal lies somewhere between the second and 
third positions identified by De Sousa.  
That is, all emotions somehow take part and are relevant for ethics and the way we can 
best acknowledge that is by seeing the thick descriptions of some emotions that more fre-
quently appear in the ethical realm. Now this may historically change and consequently an 
emotion may more frequently be the focus in ethics in a specific historical period than in 
another, and even though this means that moral emotions are historically relative, it also 
proves that they have a decisive place of relevance that confirms their essential role to ethics 
and morality across time. This means that although this or that specific emotion can be high-
lighted morally in a specific historical period, it will also be visible how it holds moral impact 
in other historical periods. The reason why certain emotions are moral is given by their histor-
ical location but there are general traits that make emotions part of judgments and ethical 
evaluations which can be recognized regardless of the historical time one is placed. The pro-
posed fourth position can only be acknowledged if the complexities of Bernard Williams' 
suggestions are fully integrated with new insights from the theory of emotions. 
 
2. Williams and the role of emotions in moral judgements – the example of shame 
 
Williams helps us to see the importance of emotions in ethics – acts of kindness or 
generosity need not to be the result of the application of a principle; the reasons for our behav-
iour are often the product of the contingencies of our personal history, delineated by a person-
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specific emotional structure. Given that our conception of rationality would be an insane 
concept if it did not include feelings, emotions and sentiments, identifying the importance of 
emotions for ethics and moral judgments brings forth the complex set of interconnections 
among emotions, as well as the "wide range of other experience, memories, social expecta-
tions, and so on" (Williams 1995, 83) that takes part of acting rationally. According to Wil-
liams, it is clear that our identity and character as moral agents is indissociable from those 
contingent and emotional aspects: a completely detached conception of rationality would be 
an absurd: "it would be a kind of insanity never to experience sentiments of this kind towards 
anyone, and it would be an insane concept of rationality which insisted that a rational person 
never would. (…) One's history as an agent is a web in which anything that is the product of 
the will is surrounded and held up and partly formed by things that are not." (Williams 1981, 
29). 
It is not disputable that Bernard Williams' understanding of what to include under the 
ethical realm is much broader than what is commonly accepted in contemporary moral phi-
losophy given his attention to the detail of ethical questions, and his claim that ethical thought 
does not have to take the form of a moral theory in order to be taken seriously (Williams 
1985). Our aim is to argue that this general claim is strongly connected with the idea that 
ethical concepts often involve an entanglement of fact and value. Williams famously distin-
guished between thick and thin concepts (Williams 1985), clearly showing that the former 
(concepts like coward, rude, etc.) are as much important to ethical evaluation as the latter 
(concepts like good/bad, wrong/right). Thick concepts involve an entanglement of fact and 
value because they have the particularity of conveying some kind of ethical knowledge – 
establishing the circumstances under which the concept of coward, or the concept of grati-
tude, for instance, are applicable – and also of succeeding in being action-guiding.  
Thick concepts are fundamental to ethical judgments, and their value is due precisely 
by their ethical richness, because they give us the moral overtones that make the difference in 
moral judgments. Following Goldie (Goldie 2008), we will argue that what conveys these 
moral overtones of thick concepts is precisely their emotional content. We think the best way 
to accomplish showing that is to take up Bernard Williams' philosophical assessment of the 
concept of shame (Williams 1993).  
 In Shame and Necessity, Williams proposes that Greek ethics has a lot of important 
points and it is very much possible, and desirable, to learn from them, even if Greek thought 
is "neither fully recoverable nor fully admirable" (Williams 1993, xvii). He considers that "the 
most basic materials of our ethical outlook are present in Homer" (Williams 1993, 21). Wil-
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liams' goal is to make clear that it is possible to have a better sense of some ethical ideas if we 
get a closer look at some ideas conveyed by the Ancient Greeks. One of these ideas concerns 
the ethical resonance of emotions, particularly the emotion of shame. Bernard Williams' anal-
ysis of shame shows that the ethical richness of emotions is best seen through the lenses of 
thick concepts because they are mutually insightful for morality. We will argue that the ethi-
cal richness of shame given by Bernard Williams' analysis is transferable to other emotions, 
ultimately explaining that an analysis of both the richness and thickness that it is attached to 
some emotions is the key to understand why some emotions have a distinct ethical place. We 
expect that this also makes clear how the ethical richness of shame for Ancient Greeks is still 
presently meaningful in all its complexity according to Williams. 
 One of the ways to better grasp Williams' proposal is to contrast it with a modern 
perspective on the concept of shame, inspired by a Kantian outlook. For a Kantian, shame is 
an emotion that does not involve true ethical value, since the values at stake in a social struc-
ture dominated by shame are merely heteronomous. Accordingly, there is an association be-
tween the concept of shame and the notion of 'losing or saving face', where face "stands for 
appearance against reality and the outer versus the inner" (Williams 1993, 77). Williams will 
argue that this is an incomplete and highly superficial view on the ethical relevance of the 
notion of shame. 
Tracing a picture of how ethical relations governed by shame work, Williams puts 
forward that the basic experiences associated with shame have to do with what one would feel 
if someone were seen by others in some embarrassing situation, or with a prospective feeling, 
as a form of fear of what the others will think or say about one's action. According to Wil-
liams, it is a huge mistake to think that this is all about the 'fear of being seen' or of being 
found out, as is the effect of 'losing face' towards the other. On the contrary, if motivations of 
shame are internalized, the gaze can be "the imagined gaze of an imagined other" (Williams 
1993, 82), which ultimately means that this imagined other is just the inner self. In sum, the 
suggestion is not that people simply adjust to what others will think, but that they are also 
genuinely thinking in that way because there is some evaluative content that humans share – 
there are some kinds of behavior that people admire or despise, and this is the reason why 
they pursue or avoid them, instead of a mere fear of hostile reactions or search for judgments 
of approval. 
Overall, there is a truly ethical sense governing the structure of the relations of shame, 
and the values at stake are not merely heteronomous connections which depend upon the 
opinion of others. Williams uses the example of the tragic hero Ajax, who kills himself out of 
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shame. This happened due to some kind of profound dissociation between what Ajax thinks 
of himself and what he has done, because "being what he is, he could not live as the man who 
had done these things" (Williams 1993, 73). This has profound ethical resonance, even if 
there is no reference whatsoever to what people should do and to what are their moral obliga-
tions. In fact, in Williams' words,  
People do not have to think that they could not live in that situation (…). But they 
may sensibly think it if their understanding of their lives and the significance their 
lives possessed for other people is such that what they did destroyed the only reason 
they had for going on. (Williams 1993, 74)  
Williams clearly acknowledges and explains how the mechanism of shame can display 
a conception of one's ethical identity. If Ajax sees it as absolutely necessary to end his life, 
that necessity is grounded in his ethical identity, a sense of who he fundamentally is. It is not a 
necessity grounded in a concept of a categorical imperative or in the concept of moral duty 
because it stands as an ethical necessity. A necessity to act in a certain way that emerges out 
of a profound and internalized conviction – an ethical conviction. Thus, contrary to what is 
commonly understood, the ethical sense of necessity, at least for some tragic heros, has an 
internal source, not external nor divine, funded in the mechanisms of shame.    
In a nutshell, what the Greeks help us to understand is that an ethical point of view 
does not simply coincide with the rationalist and detached point of view that simply evaluates 
something as good or bad. To evaluate something as good or bad, right or wrong, is necessari-
ly intertwined with a thick connection to values and with a narrative which, in Williams' 
terms, means that the moral self is not completely "characterless", disentangled from every 
contingent aspect that makes someone what that person is. A moral outlook is composed of 
contingent, psychological, social and emotional features and thus it is reasonable that an emo-
tion like shame can have such moral importance, and that truly ethical decisions can be ex-
plained by the mechanisms of shame. The ancient Greek conception of an ethical outlook is 
broader and less committed to a distinctive unique path to morality. In fact, perhaps one of the 
fundamental advantages of the Greek ethical thought is that it lacks the concept of morality, in 
the sense of a set of motivations or demands that are in some way essentially different from 
other types of motivations and demands. This means that there is no clear cut distinction be-
tween moral and nonmoral motivations, or between moral and nonmoral emotions, moral and 
nonmoral qualities, which means that every action is somehow potentially of moral im-
portance. 
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The emotion of shame for the Greeks is neutral on that distinction and has a multiplici-
ty of applications such that people can be ashamed for having run away in battle (for lack of 
bravery), and they can also feel ashamed for a failed gesture of generosity. Not distinguishing 
between what would be pure moral motivations or qualities and nonmoral motivations or 
qualities is one of the advantages that the Greek understanding of ethical emotions has to 
offer. It is closer to daily life experience, and consequently offers a more realistic way to see 
the role of emotions in ethics. The modern moral thought, on the contrary, because it empha-
sizes the distinction between moral and nonmoral, implies a compartmentalized way of look-
ing at our daily lives and that enforces given primacy to certain emotions in an isolated way, 
like it gives primacy to the emotion of guilt in the moral domain. Whereas the modern moral 
thought focuses on guilt (in the sense that here is clear the connection with the notion of 
someone being harmed, the notion of victim), the Greeks did not see the primacy of guilt, and 
did not make guilt the most important moral emotion precisely because they were able to 
understand that there is so much more to our ethical lives than individualized judgment of 
action and behaviour. Consequently, the Greeks were able to understand, for instance, that it 
is possible to feel guilt and shame towards the same action, and that having an ethical outlook 
is not simply a matter of distinguishing between what is good and bad. This is something that 
Williams' assessment of the emotion of shame helps us to understand, and the importance of it 
can be recognized by how we still link shame to a negative evaluation of the self as op-
posed to how the negative evaluation of behavior is found in guilt (Sheikh & Janoff-
Bulman 2010, 213). 
 
3.  The ethical richness of emotions – the case of Phrike 
 
Having a realistic notion of what our moral lives are thus requires acknowledging the 
significance of the so called thick concepts to ethical evaluation, combining both a descriptive 
and normative/evaluative dimension to the ethical realm. Consequently, this means that 
though there is a crucial link between the emotional landscape and morality, there is also no 
clear cut distinction between moral and nonmoral emotions, similar to the Ancient Greek 
posture. Therefore, what can be seen about shame in Williams' analysis can also be seen in 
other emotions of the Ancient Greek times. Take as an illustration how Phrike (Cairns 2017) 
can be taken as a moral emotion, though its use and classification as a moral emotion has been 
lost in time. Phrike is the physical experience response of the body that shivers and shudders 
in face of certain events (Cairns 2017, 54). Though we can describe it as being an involuntary 
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bodily movement which normally responds to changes in the temperature of the organism, it 
is associated with unexpected and unsettling disturbing visual stimuli making it a "feature also 
of language and of thought" (Cairns 2017, 57). Similarly, to the way William shows with 
shame, we can still recognize its role and relevance and see that we could refer to its moral 
importance nowadays, perhaps still visible in the way we still refer to how something gave a 
shiver, and recover its thick conceptual network once we overcome the historical transfor-
mation that implied its loss of use.  
If we closely analyse the use of this emotion, Phrike, it is possible to see how the con-
text-specific and living examples reinforce the crucial link between the emotional landscape 
and morality. In "Horror, pity, and the visual in ancient Greek aesthetics" (2017), Cairns ex-
plains how an audience can feel phrike when in Sophocles' Aedipus Tyrannus the play offers 
the sight of Aedipus reaction to blind himself when confronted with his tragic story. Accord-
ing to Cairns, what the experience of phrike denotes is a shared conception and awareness of 
the vulnerability of all human beings (Cairns 2017, 70) such that "phrike responds to the mis-
fortunes of others, uniting both the fearful sense that we ourselves are as vulnerable as they 
are and a sympathy that is born of that very recognition" (Cairns 2017, 71). What happens in 
the experience of watching the tragedy is that both the Chorous – internal audience – and the 
public watching the play – the external audience –  will similarly experience phrike providing 
a live example of the internalized other we have identified earlier in the description of shame 
by Williams. And similarly it would be simplistic to think that the external audience feels 
phrike because the Chorous does (Cairns 2017, 71).   As Cairns explains,  
In so far as the emotions of internal and external audiences are the same, this is a mat-
ter of their converging on the same object, though it is entirely possible that the emo-
tion of the internal audience may serve to prime, focus or reinforce the response of the 
external audience. (Cairns 2017, 71) 
What has been said about phrike is transferable to our current times, despite the ab-
sence of current use of a similar term, because the embodied experience linked to the physical 
and social environment is similar and the "ancient Greek emotional concepts are, to large 
extent, built up out of the same materials as our own" (Cairns 2017, 57).   
Though some emotions have some ethical richness, the same emotion word can be eth-
ically rich or not depending on the complexity of its context. Nevertheless, this ethical rich-
ness can only be understood if we take up the challenge of showing how the normative and 
descriptive levels of discourse should be understood as an interconnected activity, through the 
notion of thick concepts. 
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4. Thick concepts and the ethical richness of emotions 
  
To better understand how the description of Williams about shame can be transferable 
to other emotions requires translating the description of thick and thin concepts in order to 
reveal the ethical richness of an emotion. Thick concepts, as we said, have the particularity of 
conveying some kind of ethical knowledge (establishing the circumstances under which the 
concept of coward, or the concept of gratitude, for instance, are applicable), but also of suc-
ceeding in being action-guiding. This means that thick concepts have both a norma-
tive/evaluative as well as a descriptive dimension. Moreover, thick concepts give us the moral 
overtones that make the difference in moral judgments, and what conveys the moral overtone 
of thick concepts is precisely their emotional content (Goldie 2008). Accordingly, the use of 
thick concepts involves an entanglement of fact and value and also of judgment and emotion. 
Williams introduced the notion of thick ethical concepts in his Ethics and the Limits of 
Philosophy (1985): 
If a concept of this kind applies, this often provides someone with a reason for action 
(…) We may say, summarily, that such concepts are 'action-guiding.' (…) At the same 
time, their application is guided by the world. A concept of this sort may be rightly or 
wrongly applied, and people who have acquired it can agree that it applies or fails to 
apply to some new situation (...) We can say, then, that the application of these con-
cepts is at the same time world-guided and action-guiding. (Williams 1985, 140–1) 
 His most common examples are: treachery, promise, brutality, courage, or gratitude. 
With his extreme attention to the detailed and the particular, he clearly shows that these are 
the specific notions in terms of which people think and speak about their own and others' 
conduct. And this is a denser description which can more often be found in our ethical dis-
course than simply stating that some action is simply good or right.  
Contrary to thin concepts, thick concepts have a descriptive content which, in Wil-
liams' words, "seem to express a union of fact and value" (Williams 1985, 129). This means 
that there are some descriptive/factual circumstances under which the concept of coward or 
the concept of gratitude, for instance, are applicable because they call for a certain evaluative 
posture, and thus thick concepts may be rightly or wrongly applied. Thus while there is ap-
propriateness or not of application, there is, at the same time, inbuilt in these concepts, a sense 
of condemnation or praise, which means that they also succeed in being action-guiding, and 
function as normative concepts. In other words, if someone observes that an action is cruel, 
this will in principle give her some reason for action either by doing something or refraining 
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from it. As Williams points out, evaluating some action as cruel or coward conveys a particu-
lar way to say that an action is bad, and stating that some action is cruel or coward simultane-
nously means much more than simply stating that some action is bad. To identify some action 
as bad asks only to condemn it, to say something is cruel or coward aks for a more complete 
description of the persons' character, the situation they experienced and the details that shape 
the event and make us wonder what could have changed the occurrence. Thick concepts are 
important because they make clear that moral evaluations are not tinted in only two colours – 
they present us the colourful moral overtones that make the difference in moral judgments and 
allow us to understand the ethical richness of our common moral evaluations. As Williams 
puts it: 
in being interested in a person's moral judgement, so called, we are in fact not merely 
interested in whether he is pro this and con that, whether he grades these men in one 
order or another. We are interested in what moral view he takes of the situation, how 
those situations look to him in the light of his moral outlook" (Williams 1973, 213). 
Goldie (2008) wishes to clearly display the connection between thick concepts and 
emotions, and to give a philosophical account of that connection that is not simplistic. Meta-
theories as emotivism or sentimentalism would be examples of how this connection between 
emotions and thick concepts could be oversimplified. Goldie asserts that if we properly un-
derstand what role emotional dispositions play in ethical evaluation, we are also able to un-
derstand the entanglement between description and evaluation that thick concepts involve. He 
suggests that it is possible to convey a certain moral outlook through the employment of these 
kinds of concepts, thick concepts, precisely because they express not only the entanglement of 
fact and value, but also the entanglement of emotion and judgement – when employing thick 
concepts, it is impossible to isolate the "moral content" from the emotion that is being ex-
pressed. Moreover, Goldie is suggesting that it is emotions that bind together the beliefs, 
concerns and values that thick concepts involve. As Williams has proposed, it is emotions that 
give us the moral overtone attached to thick concepts. 
This does not mean that expression of ocurrent feelings is necessary or suficient for 
sincere expression of moral belief (as emotivists would claim), but it certainly implies that 
sharing the beliefs, concerns and values that permit someone to apply a certain thick concept 
involves sharing some emotional asset, that there is certainly a connection between some 
emotions and those beliefs, concerns and values. According to Williams, this connection 
"between strength of feeling displayed on moral issues and the strength of the moral view 
taken" is clear (Williams 1973, 220), but it is important to stress that having 'strong feelings' 
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does not necessarily require that those feelings occurs or be expressed at a particular moment. 
What is closely linked with the beliefs, concerns and values involved in thick concepts is not 
necessarily the expression of specific feelings, but the expression of a certain emotional struc-
ture that goes, and grows, along with those beliefs, concerns and values that convey a certain 
moral outlook.  Williams goes even further:  he is not suggesting that there is a mere empiri-
cal correlation between the strength of feeling and criteria for taking a moral view – for if that 
was the case "we could imagine a world in which people had strong moral views, and strong 
emotions, and their emotions were not the least engaged in their morality" (Williams 1973, 
220) –  but rather he wants to reinforce how we should think of them intertwined such that 
feelings are part of the moral views. He writes, further clarifying his position,  
My suggestion is that, in some cases, the relevant unity in a man's behaviour, the pat-
tern into which his judgements and actions together fit, must be understood in terms of 
an emotional structure underlying them, and that understanding of this kind may be 
essential. Thus we may understand a man's particular moral remark as being, if since-
re, an expression of compassion. (…) and it may be that it is only in the light of seeing 
him as a compassionate man that those actions, judgements, even gestures, will be na-
turally taken together at all. (Williams 1973, 220-222) 
 
5. Thick concepts and meta-emotions – developing Williams' insights 
 
Recent developments in philosophy of emotion, namely the concept of meta-emotion 
(Mendonça 2013) and the link to embodied experience of cultural and social interpretation of 
emotions, enable us to see other far-reaching consequences of Bernard Williams' insights, 
because the way people conceptualize their emotions changes their emotional experience 
since "what people's ethical emotions are depends significantly on what they take them to be" 
(Williams 1993, 91). 
Without realizing Williams was already pointing out the importance of layers of emo-
tions for the dynamics of the emotional landscape. When emotions are about emotions, they 
are layered instead of sequential (Pugmire 2005, 174). For example, when someone is sad 
about their shame, their sadness is a meta-emotion. The meta-emotional layer can be equal to 
the first order emotion or different such that one can be sad about their sadness while one can 
also on another occasion be sad about their jealousy. It is possible that the layered nature of 
our emotional landscape is an outcome of the social character of mind and that it springs out 
of the fact that caregivers have emotions about others they care for which are possibly incor-
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porated in development within the individual emotional scenario. This is perhaps why the 
concept of meta-emotion first appears in parenting literature referring to parent's emotions and 
beliefs regarding their own and their children's emotions (Gottman, Katz, and Hoven, 1996, 
1998). The outcome of such pedagogical devise is a type of internalized emotional experience 
where emotions are internal reasons for acting, as pointed out by Williams in his treatment of 
Self.  
However, since then researchers have defined meta-emotions in a variety of ways (Ha-
radhvala 2016, 1). For the purposes of our argument it suffices to acknowledge them as "eval-
uative reactions to the sum total, the sequence or accumulation to date of one's admirations, 
amusements, envies, indignations, loves, griefs" (Baier 1990, 24), without which any theory 
of emotion stands as incomplete if it does not somehow work out and incorporate the meta-
emotional layer (Mendonça 2013, Howard 2015, Belli & Broncano 2017). 
If we introduce the reflexivity of emotions within Williams' proposal and recognize 
that meta-emotions can change the meaning and value of the first order emotions because 
being angry about being sad and being proud of being sad is a completely different emotional 
experience of sadness, then we have added an important dimension to be described in the 
thickness of the concepts attached to an emotion and to an ethical judgment. Thus, the im-
portance of meta-emotions lies partly on the way in which they influence and mold the impact 
of the first order emotional experience (Mendonça 2013, 390), and on the way in which they 
take part of the suggestion of thick description proposed by Williams and undertook by Gold-
ie (2008). Since meta-emotions have an impact on the value of the first-order emotion which 
modifies them and promotes a change in the whole emotional experience (Mendonça 2013, 
394), there is an added significance brought by meta-emotion, namely that it is not a mere 
sum of its meaning to the meaning of the first order emotion. The layered description can thus 
provide a transformative interpretation, and as a result the "information obtained with the 
description of meta-emotions is not simply a matter of having more information about the 
experience; the extra knowledge we get from meta-emotions may change the meaning of 
the experience altogether" (Mendonça 2013, 394). That is, people can be angry about their 
fear and only acknowledge their separatedness, and once they are able to identify the anger 
and the fear and how their anger is about their fear they have a different description which  
may allow them to see anger as, for example, a protection against fear, and ultimately the 
connection and interpretation of experience changes it and enables other actions and reac-
tions than were previously available when the first order experience was taken independent-
ly of the second order one.  
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Meta-emotions are often identified as strategies for healthy emotional regulation even 
though the relationship between emotions and meta-emotions can be far more complex and 
negative that the usual positive regulative connections (Howard 2015, 11-15) making it cru-
cial to identify the ways in which regulation can be maladaptive. That is, recognizing that 
reflexivity of emotion does not necessarily award a positive self-corrective direction, just like 
thinking about thinking does not, yet we can easily recognize that it provides a privilege 
ground for instances of regulatory mechanisms because just as thinking about thinking can 
guide and correct thinking, emotions about emotions can refine and guide feelings. 
The usefulness of combining the thick and thin concepts distinction with the concept 
of meta-emotion is that it enables developing Williams' insights providing a more precise 
understanding of the role of emotional structure in morality, and suggests a possibility for 
overcoming the difficulties in properly answer the Blackburn challenge (Heuer 2012). Black-
burn argues that there is something wrong with seeing thick concepts as action-guiding, be-
cause there are, for sure, pejorative thick concepts (sexist or racist ones, for instance), and in 
these particular cases, we clearly do not want to claim that the facts asserted in propositions 
which involve thick concepts are action-guiding, in the sense of providing reasons for action. 
 Some of us can, for instance, understand the conditions of application of a thick con-
cept like obscene, but that does not mean we are prepared to admit that there is something I 
should be doing or not, simply by recognizing that something is obscene. Thus, argues Black-
burn, the correct application of thick terms is not necessarily connected with an evaluative 
stance, which means that the evaluative and descriptive aspect are not intertwined as Wil-
liams, or Putnam (2002), suppose. Instead, Blackburn (1998) thinks thick concepts are consti-
tuted by two distinct and separable elements: a descriptive element on one side, and the ex-
pression of an attitude on the other.  
Williams can answer Blackburn's challenge by claiming that the kind of knowledge 
that thick concepts convey, closely linked with a specific evaluative stance, is not universal 
but shared by a community (Williams 1985, 1993). As Williams puts it: 
An insightful observer can indeed come to understand and anticipate the use of the 
concept without actually sharing the values of the people who use it. (…) The sympa-
thetic observer can follow the practice of the people he is observing; he can report, an-
ticipate, and even take part in discussions of the use they make of their concept. But, 
as with some other concepts of theirs, relating to religion, for instance, or to witch-
craft, he may not be ultimately identified with the use of the concept: it may not really 
be his. (Williams 1985, 141-142) 
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The members of that community can see the specific connection between the descrip-
tive element and the evaluative stance, the reasons there are for doing or for refraining from 
doing something. Sharing this kind of ethical knowledge is already sharing a worldview, and 
an emotional landscape, which means that thick concepts are parochial and, as Heuer (2012) 
acknowledges, being specific of one community is "consistent with the possibility that the 
community consists, contingently, of everyone" (Heuer 2012, 7). Someone from outside of 
the community can understand how the concept is applied, can be perfectly able to apply the 
concept accurately, and  able to grasp the evaluative point (since these are not separable), 
without  its application being action-guiding, without seeing reasons for acting accordingly, 
since he does not participate in that way of life and does not share their emotional resonance. 
Adrian Moore defends the exact same point, by introducing the notion of fully embracing a 
thick concept stating that there are two ways in which they can be understood. When the thick 
ethical concept is grasped in an engaged way it is possible to act and simultaneously feel at 
home in applying the concept to oneself and "being prepared to apply it oneself means being 
prepared to apply it not only just in overt acts of communication but also in how one thinks 
about the world and in how one conducts one's affairs" (Moore 2006, 137). On the other hand, 
when the thick concept is taken in an disengaged way there is simply the recognition on how 
the concept would be applied and what are the conditions of correctness, acknowledging and 
understanding how others apply it. The engaged manner of grasping a thick concept then 
requires "sharing whatever beliefs, concerns, and values give application of the concept its 
point" (Moore 2006, 137). In addition, since thick concepts are action-guiding concepts they 
are also up for debate and can be revised provided proper and rigorous evaluation. Similarly 
to how an emotion can turn into a different emotional experience by the presence of a meta-
emotion, so thick concepts can be modified by ethical evaluation of their use. Meta-emotions 
are part of the emotional structure that offers the moral resonance and this may also account 
for the way in which temporal modification occurs regarding the value of moral emotions 
throughout history.  
 
6. Concluding remarks 
 
We wish to conclude by showing some future possible research directions based on the 
practical implications for education and for a better understanding concerning the value of 
character. 
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Education stands as an important place to identify the future possible research direc-
tions because it can be interpreted as a laboratory of philosophical ideas for, as John Dewey 
writes, "The educational point of view enables one to envisage the philosophical problems 
where they arise and thrive, where they are at home, and where acceptance or rejection makes 
a difference in practice" (Dewey 1916, 338). At the same time it provides further clues on 
how to continue research in experimental psychology concerning the value of the education of 
character. In the field of moral education, the recent focus on character education and on 
emotional learning show how the philosophical work on emotions can have important practi-
cal aplications. One important idea is that "virtue is about emotion as well as action: that in 
order to be fully virtuous, a person must not only act, but also react, in the right way, toward 
the right people, at the right time" (Kristjánsson 2006, 40). The issue at stake is less about the 
possible Aristotelic connection between the emotions and the 'good life', and more about 
stressing the educational salience of emotions for morality and ethics, and consequently to 
better understand how the management and experience of emotions can be cultivated and 
fostered at schools and families. Importantly, we have shown that this demands the notion of 
meta-emotions as to provide a deeper and more complete description of the connection of 
emotions and morality.  
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